
ROUND TWO (2) ELIMINATING ROUND 

WORDS PART OF 
SPEECH 

ORIGIN MEANING SENTENCE 

1. Arbitrate    Verb Latin to settle an argument or 
disagreement between two 
people

The manager stepped in 
to arbitrate the dispute

2. Labradors  Noun Eastern 
Canada

a large dog that can be yellow 
black or brown colour often used 
by the blind as guide

my blind neighbor has 
a Labrador

3. distillate Noun Latin a substance which is formed by 
distilling a liquid

this fresh water is a 
distillate from fresh 
water

4.  Sympathy                                   Noun Greek the feeling of being sorry for 
someone

I felt sympathy when I 
heard her plight        

5. Mercurial Adjective Latin tending to change mood suddenly Mr. grey is quite 
mercurial

6. levy Noun Old French The Imposing of a tax, fee, fine, 
etc. 

A levy of 2,000 naira 
was imposed on the 
importation of sugar.

7. Assimilate   Verb Latin To take in and understand 
information

the pupil was able to 
assimilate the teachers 
explanation  

8. Virtual    Adj Latin almost or nearly the thing 
described but not completely

poaching could lead to 
a virtual extinction of 
tiger

9. Bailiff Noun French An official who keeps order in 
court,  takes people to seats, 
watches prisoners

The crazy woman was 
walked out of the court 
room by the bailiff.

10. chandelier Noun French a large hanging light with 
branches for several light bulbs

there were beautiful 
chandeliers hanging  
from the ceiling

11. Clandestine Adj Latin done secretly or kept secret the students organized 
a clandestine party

12. Grin Verb Old English to smile widely the students grinned in 
delight when they 
finished their exams

13. Scowl Noun Scandinavian To look at someone in an angry 
way.

my boss looked up at 
me with a scowl

14. pneumonia  Noun Greek a serious illness affecting one or 
both lungs

john was told he might 
have symptoms of 
pneumonia                                                  

15. calumny Noun Latin making of false and damaging 
statements about someone

that Politician is known 
for his vicious calumny

16. melancholy   Noun Greek A deep and long lasting sadness she experienced a 
melancholy after her 
mothers death

17. handkerchief     Noun None a square of material used for 
wiping ones nose or wiping off 
sweat

The man had a white 
handkerchief in his 
pockets.



18. etiquette  Noun French the formal rules of polite or 
correct behavior in a society

the new duchess had to 
receive classes on 
etiquette

19. cumbersome  Adj Old French large and very heavy the machineries the 
factory makes use of 
are very cumbersome.

20. hoarse Adj Old English *of voice* rough and harsh the bus conductor had a 
very hoarse voice


